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KBSU D.J. Rob campbell onthe

air during a typlcalsliow.
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Keiser to decide on future changes for student station'
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ti(m~Del'lirtment;·and
ASBSU . are con- '. betweehith~: Com;nunication Department
and KBSU.
cerned with varying 'points .of IEPBS's
proposal:
BSU COULD CHANGE significantly in
Marla Legette" KBSU station manager,
'opposes the IEPBS proposal calling it.
. th,e next year., Recommendations
"totally inappropriate."
While the station
for any possible changes are now
In the past, KBSU has not been closely
may reap some benefit in additional shows
on BSU President John Keiser's
associated with any academic department
and updated equipment, she says the
desk, awaiting his final decision.
on campus. The projected move of both
The recommendations
from the vice
sacrifices are too great.
KBSU and the Communication
DepartUnder IEPBS's proposal the music
president for student affairs, Dr. David
format would change. In the proposal, Day . ment into the Subal Theater sometime this
Taylor, and from Dr. Richard Bullington,
year was thought to be a perfect time to
writes that the station's format would
BSU's executive vice president, stem from
connect the two. Communication Departdepend on the' community. Legette fears
proposals made by a broadcasting task
'ment Chairman Dr. Robert Boren says
that if the proposal were accepted,' KBSU
force that Keiser appointed over a year ago.
there has. always been a concern with the
would see more easy listening programs and
Among the significant proposals was one
lack. of continuity and potential lack of
that the push' would be towards a whole
that would incorporate KBSU. into the
control with the current way that KBSU is
new audience when according .to her, "We
Idaho Educational Public Broadcasting
should be increasing .the audience we' ·funded and managed. .
System (IEPBS).
As early as October 1982, the broad. Kim Day, project director of IEPBS,
have."
Lee Mercy, Affirmative Action director
·casting task force members, including
believes that incorporating KBSU into the
talks about students of the 80's. See page S.
,Legette, Kreider and others, agreed that
statewide system' would "be in the best
placing the station under the leadership of
interest of everyone involved." In Day's
an 'l1-cademic department
like the DeLegette's major concern is that under the
proposal, BSU would transfer the station's
partment of Communication would help
proposal student involvement would be
license to IEPBS and IEPBS would provide
better fulfill KBSU's role on campus .
. drastically cut. KBSU currently offers
the station with National Pubiic Radio
Keiser said "As it stands, our concern rests
student training and practicum work to
(NPR) shows, as well as other syndicated,
on the principle of maximizing student
almost SO students and she doesn't see any
shows that have proved too costly in the
involvement and connecting KJ3SU with the
room in the IEPBS plan for student
-past for KBSU to pick up independently.
Communication
Department.
NPR is
Under. Day's proposal, KBSU would
involvement.
'
above and beyond all that. If it fits, then it
That worries others
the task force as
have five full-time managerial positions.
fits, but foremost the university's needs will
well. Jim Kreider, BSU's student activities'
Day's plan also would increase the
bernet;"
.
.
'advisor,
says the big issue is keeping
station's power to reach a ten-county area,
According
to Taylor, the proposed
the level of student
invoivement
at
serving Ada, Boise, Canyon, Elmore, Gem,
relationship between KBSU and the ComGooding, Owyhee, Payette, Twin Falls and . KBSU the same. "The major concern is
munication Department was discussed as
that IEPBS would haye to guarantee some
Washington counties.
early as three years ago. As a result, '
rights that KBSU would maintain their level
Day says that IEPBS can offer the
IEPBS's proposal of incorporating and
of student involvement," says Kreider.
university's station top people in managethereby controlling the station clashes with.
"We don't want to displace anyone,"
ment and improved facilities, including a
the university's goals.
says' Day. Day says that if .the proposal
new transmitter, as well as a wire service for
"KBSU is such," 'says Taylor, "that.
were to be accepted, IEPBS would indeed
the news department. .
.
.studehtsby and large have been the ones
guarantee .student involvement through-a
According to Day, KBSU has a great deal
responsible for the station's development.
contract that all parties would have to agree
of potential.
The students have an understandable
to.
reluctance to give. IEPBS, if you will,
But there are other concerns, with
what's theirs."·
IEPBS's proposal. Under IEpBS, any final
Legette; whohasbeen
with KBSUfor 5
IEPBS's proposal would require the
decisionsvconcerning
programming
and
years, echoes those sentiments. "We've
university to raise 25 percent of the total
managementwould
ultimately be made by
come too .far, and have such great
co&tinvolved. According to Day that would
the station .manager 'representing .IEPBS
· potential." She saysthe station will fight if
be
about
S2'5,000.
"Realistically,
that
and
not
the
university.
Day-adds
that
an
campus News
Page 3 .
forced to give up its license and control.
amount has to be in hand," says ,Day. "But .r ' advisory boardwould be setup thatwQuld.
Atlldelnlc Q &.A
;
Page 5
According to Day, Keiser'sflnaldecision
. we're, making a concerted~.eHorifor,includerepresentatives
of the' university but
Employment Outlook
Page 6
will hopefully produce a winn.ingsolution
fundraising.
if
public
radio
is
guaranteed
the
university
would
not
have
the
final-say,
Out & About ;
Pages 8 & 9
for everyone involved. '
','.
'.
that 25 percent.
That p()iIlt in Day's proposal, directlY
Sportsalld FltneS!i
Pag~ 11 & 12 .
Keiser says he'''eitpeets to make a final
Butrep~esentatives of the broadcasting
chlshl:d With the broadCasting 'taskforce's';
.FUm8erlesGnllle
Pages 7 &.10
decision within the next few weeks.
iaSkforce from KBSU, ~e Communicaearlier- intent to. recommend .a closer
, Opin1oD~.Ii~
••'
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The University News
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Try us foran after hour treat
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,C3:mpus briefs
ROTC scholarships
Applications are being accepted now by
the Department of Military Science at BSU
for a variety of scholarships, including two
special, one-time only; national scholar- .
ships.
Special scholarships for students who
enroll in ROTC classes this year are being
offered to 1,000 students nationwide, and
are worth up to $2,000 a year for 2 Yz or 3 Yz
years.
_
The scholarships pay for full tuition and
fees, provide $280 for books ($319 if the
students are 'nursing or engineering majors)
and $100 a month each month of the school
year for expenses:'
The application deadline is Feb. 8.
Students must be second semester sophomore or freshmen to qualify. Applicants
must pass the Cadet Evaluation Battery,
which is similar to the ACT tests, a military
physical paid for by the military, and have
a 2.7 GPA if they are sophomore, or a 2.9
GP A if they are freshmen. Engineering,
nursing and physical science majors must
have a 2.5 GP A if they are sophomores and
a 2.7 GPA if they are freshmen.
Previously, ROTC scholarship winners
were required. to apply for four years of
active duty with the military upon graduation, according to Captain Robert A.
HilIan, assistant professor of military
science at BSU. This year, however, Hillan
said, there is no requirement that a
scholarship recipient seek active duty.
Instead, upon graduation, the recipient
may seek duty with national guard or army
reserve units.
.
Regular two- and three-year ROTC
scholarships, with similar duty requirements upon graduation, also are available.'
Formore information, contact Hillan at
the ROTC office on campus.

Work study jobs
Anyone who has been awarded workstudy money should go now to the
'Financial Aid Office and check through the
on-campus job listings. There is currently a
wide selection of jobs available
this
semester.
Any students who are applying for
financial aid or for a scholarship for the
coming semester are reminded of the
deadlines
for each. March I is the
scholarship deadline and April I is the
priority deadline for financial aid.
All paperwork related to these financial
benefits should be filed by these deadlines.

Scuba club dance
The BSU Scuba Club's Hawaiian dance
will be Feb. 4 from 8 p.m, to I a.m. in the
SUB Ballroom. The date has been changed
from Jan. 20. For those people braving the
Boise winter weather in summer attire,
admission is $2 and it is $3, for the less
hardy.' "Rainbow Gold' will provide the
sound system and light show.

IABC group to form,

Spending student fees at SPB
by Warren McWilliams
The University News
, BSU's Student Programs Board (SPB) isa student-managed organization funded-by
student fees.
Accordingto
Betsy Buffington, SPB's
current director, the objective is to entertain while educating students. "Whenever
any function or event is chosen, educational value is always top priority," says
Buffington.
Events presented by SPB include concerts, films, lectures and special events.
A handful of students decide how the
money will be spent. Too often' their
choices of events miss the mark and only a
small amount of students attend.
With the intention of remedying the
situation SPB has placed a printedquestionaire and survey box at the SUB
information desk. The questionaire asks
students the following questions: .
• What types of programs students prefer?
• What are the most effective modes of
communication between students and the
SPB office'[
o Students'
past attendance, as well as
interest in future attendence?
As well as asking these questions, the
form also contains a' contact card at the
bottom for those wishing to take an active
role in SPB.
The questionnaire is only a beginning
step in an effort to make students more
aware of, as well as get involved with SPB.
So far 150 out of the 1000 questionaires
distributed
have been filled out and
returned. Although the results are not
complete, students expressed a strong
interest in live comedy acts. Students also
indicated they are most willing to. participate in events held weekday evenings, and
favor The University News, KBSU and
on-campus posters as modes of promoting
SPB events.
. Buffington states that, results gathered
from the poll will be presented before the
committees which decide on events, and
there are tentative plans for a comedian
now.
SPB's share of student fees for the
"83-84" year was $40,000. The remaining
budget stands at $19,000. The $21,000
spent made available to the student body:

The Student Programs Board is responsible for spending $40,000 in student fees for the
1983-84 academic year. Photo by RussP. Markus
making popcorn, setting up audio-visual
two lectures, "An evening with Timothy
equipment and participating in committee
Leary" and Russian Awareness Week.
meetings.
Average attendance for these events was
Nick Lundquist, director of the films
715.
committee, says that by working with the
Three special events, Wade & the Blades,
SPB he has learned management skills and
Braun Brothers and the homecoming talent
_ participated in a democratic system, besides
show averaged an audience of 260 people.
getting to see a lot of movies he might never
Four concerts, Buddy Rich, Charlie
have gotten to see otherwise.
Maguire, Robin Flower and Bosco/Hines
Besides committee positions, director,
varied from 380 to 40 in attendance. No
assistant director, and business manager
attendance records on the weekend films
positions Will be open in March of 1984.
are preSent.
..
The: only qualification for these positions is
These uneven attendance figures are an
that the student must have at least a 2.00
indication that more student input is
GPA.
needed for SPB to provide students with
Anyone. interested in filling any of these
events they'll attend.
positions
or simply gathering
more
There are five committees in the SPB that
information on the SPB should stop by the
need help now. Students who want to join
office on the second floor of the SUB, or
SPB need no special skills. Examples of
call 385-3654.
committee member's duties are making
seating arrangements,
selling tickets,

Task force bill to be introduced
by Jeff Kline
The University News
The bill containing the recommendations
of the Idaho Task Force on Higher
Education
be introduced in the Idaho
Legislature "sometime next week," according to task force member Steve Ahrens.
The bill will be sponsored by Sen. John
Barker (R-BuW) and Rep. Mel Hammond
(D-Rexberg). Both men participated in the
study that was sponsored by the Idaho
Association of Commerce and Industry.
The two-year study, conducted
by

will

leaders of business, education, and politics,
has resulted in a 'comprehensive plan to
improve the quality of higher education in
Idaho. The recommendations include:
• Appropriate funds to start the process of
achieving parity 'of faculty. salaries and
development in Idaho with those at
schools in neighboring states.
• Appropriate funds to begin upgrading
facilities and equipment to eliminate
deficiencies at Idaho's universities.
• Submit to the voters a constitutional
• Develop a. community college system
to handle all vo-tech and two-year pro-

grams currently administered by the
university system.
The task force recommendations
also
outline how to implement these recommendations and offer
time frame for
implementation of each phase.
Anyone wishing to review a copy of task
force recommendations should contact the
Idaho Task Force on Higher Education at
SOSW. Idaho St., Boise, or call 343-3698.

a

Pavilion ticket system in effect

students.
. BSU purchased
Select-A-Seat
after
Seleet-A-Seat is installed at 'a11 Pavilion
Kingston studied similar systems operating
ticket outlets.
in other cities. Kingston began development
An organizational meeting will be held
of the project in :January, 1982, five
"Select-A-Seat
one primary function
Wednesday, Feb.' 8 at 5 p.m. in the
The computerized "Select-A-Seat" ticket
months prior to the Pavilion's opening.
customer convenience," that according to
Administration
Building, room 214 for
system at the Pavilion enables the boxTheinitial. system cost BSU. $238,000.
Kingston.
students. interested in joining the .Inter-·
office to set aside tickets for BSU students .
Other costs:~including payroll for training
Under Select-A-Seat, prospective ticket
. national
Association
of
Business'
The number of tickets" set aside depends on '
sessions anddataline installation, raised the
buyers have access to all available seats
Communicators.
" ' ' .', ':
the type of show andamount of first-day
regardless of the location of the ticket . .cost to.approXin}ately $250,000, according
IABC student members-would be able to
traffic,' according to Chuck Kingston,
to Kingston. Ticket prices have increased 50
outlet. Previously,
ticket outlets only
attend IABC meetings, J)larispeciai work- -, •-Pavilion Business 'Manager. Specialized
cents per ticket. to cover, system maintehandled specific seating bloc.ks of tickets,'
shops, receive Communication World and
student seating is available at the Pavilion
L· ."
.,
.
The computerized system keeps track of " nanceand tipli:~'cosis;
Class Communicator publications and have
box office ~orthe q~t three days of ticket
Kingston
anticipates
selling
time
on
the
ticket
sales
at
all
outlets,
finds'
the
•
best
access to" jobline" .
.
sales only. ,BSU students receive a $1
system .'to. the. University' of, Idaho and'
available seats fo~the customer, and prints
Dues are $15 per year and student
discount per ticket with student 1.0.
", .',
.:: ''Idaho State~t1Iiiversity;. both 'of'whom will
members will have the opportunity to meet
For ZZ Top, they (student tickets) were . the ticketatthetuneo£;sBle.··.
maintain their own ticket oUtlets.
,The most effective way to use the system
.and associate with professionals in the
gone. on the fir'st'day," said Kingston. Only
Tickets by phone maybe purchased with
is the "quick-sell" method; .The. customer
coinmuQity."
.... ,_:.,.,' ,.
','
, ,; 200 seats had .been, allotted for BSU
requests thebest.tickets available and the " Visa or: Mastercharge, by calling311S-1766. ,
For more information
contact
Dr.
students. Kingston adds that the! allotment
A service charge of Slwill be added to
computer lOcateS' them. S~fic
seats and
. McCorkle. of the Communication. Depart- c' system, works on a first-come, fust-serve
ticket prices of phone order;
sections are still available upon request,
ment at 385·3~281'
.
:basis.l;lp.l1dQ\:S not guarantee tickets for.iill.
by JessIe Faulkner and Ann Heater
'The University News
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SALoMON

BOOTS

'83.'84 SALOMON
"SX90" ALPINE
SKI BOOTS
List $270 199.95

"I'

"

'83·84 NORDICA.
"TRIDENT"
ALPINE SKI BOOTS
FOR MEN & LADIES
List $265
199.99

'83-'84 NORDICA "TURBO"
ALPINE SKI BOOTS
FOR MEN & LADIES
List $235
179.99

ATOMIC

ROSSIGNOL
'83-'84 "FALCON"
ALPINE SKIS
List $265
199.99

'83-'84 SALOMON
"SX90 E" ALPINE

"F-6 WORLD CUP HV"
ALPINE SKIS List $235
179.99

y

-Wool'rUdL

RAGG WOOL SWEATERS FOR
MEN & LADIES
Reg. $29.95
oS' ~
"408 or "409" LOCKING
22.88
f~
SKI RACKS FOR
Mens sizes S.XL, ladles
$port!..ack·
MEDIUM or
sizes S-L. Choose from' heather
JlI! "407" LOCKING
LARGE CARS
green, pink, and natural shades.
.... Ski Racks FOR SMALL
' List $79.95
Style #9111, 9151
CARS List $69.9559.99
69.99

..:i;i;i1
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TUNE-UP
ALPINE SKI SPECIAL
.
Let Our Expert Ski Technicians
•
Give Your Skis A, Complete Ski Tune-Up.
With The Latest Ski Shop Equipment!
Tune-Up Includes-

Ee
'1:l
trJ

~
~
~

FLAT FILE
688 P P i
SIDE FILE
.
er a r
HOT WAX
(P-Tex Not Included)
Limit 2 Pairs Per Coupon

.s~~~

@
F~

_

..

"WORLD CUP AR" JUNIOR RACING PACKAGE

Atomic "World Cup AR" Junior Skis
. Tyrolla ' '50" Bindings
caber "Alfetts" BoOts
Marker Scott, or Bart Ski Poles
ProfessIonal Installation & TUne-Up
List $256.95
139.99
ATOMIC

"STRATUS"

ALPINE SKI PACKAGE

-Rossignol "stratus" Skis
, -Nordica "Pulsar" or Clber "Della" Boots
-Tyrolla "170", or Salomon "326", "226" Bindings
-Marker Painted or Kel111l"GT" Ski Polas
-Professional Installation & Tune-Up
Ust $411
259.95

ROSSIGNOL

ALPINE SKI PACKAGE
!

I
I~
I
r

blue,

-FllCher "Lmrtlte" or "Flexllte" Skis
-Marker ."M'25" or Tyrolia "180 D"Blndlngs
-Caber "Delta" Boots
·Rellix·'SMU" Palnted.SkI Poles
-Prolasslonal Installation & Tune-Up

UstS497'
•99

TYROLIA BINDINGS
'83-'114 "380 RD"
ALPINE RACING BINDINGS
,UI' 514&
.

at."

'83-'84 "380 O·
ALPINE BINDINGS FOR
;EXPERT SKIERS
UI' 5135

DELUXE 18" POPLIN
CROSS COUNTRY GAITORS
with FULL NYLON LINING
Reg. $27
19.95
Assorted colors. Style #881

78.119

'83-'84 "2lIO D"
ALPINE BINDINGS FOR
INTERMEDIATE to ADVANCED
RECREAlIONAL SKIERS
Ult 5110

ell."

'83-'84 u180 D"
ALPINE SKI IIINDINGI FOR
JUNIORS or UGHTER-WEIOHT
Ult Sll8
64 ••

.
SKIERS

IftAU' B'I'NDINGS

.~
'83-'84 LOOK"99RS"
ALPINE BINDINGS FOR
RECREATIONAL SKIERS
LIst $150
89.99

'83·'84 "99 HP"; ,
ALPINE BINDINGS FOR
Hj.PERFORMANCE SKIERS
LIst $135
!9.99
.
'83·'84 "59 SENSOR"
ALPINE SKI BINDINGS FOR
INTERMEDIATE RECREATIONAL SKIERS
LIst $105
64.99

1-L1TER ROUGHOUT
LEATHER BOTA BAG

Our reg. $3.98
~=el 1/851 2·L1TER ROUGHOUT
LEATHER BOTA BAG
,
Our reg. $4.98
3.88

Model"8S2

hliltflngers
ALL-LEATHER SKI GLOVES
FOR MEN & LADIES
Reg. to $42
.
Your Choice 24.88
Choose from "J-41" '
mens or ladles gloves.

Academic ..
!!~&_
....
A_···· _-----Director keeps in touch with students
have. We're nowhere near doing the things
that we would like to do on the campus to
make it easier for handicapped persons but
the buck stops where there's no money.
One thing we'd like to do is make sure that
there are elevators in all the buildings that
have more than one floor so people can
have access to those.
Q: For the last three years you've satIn on
several socIology classes, why's that?
A; For me. It's something I asked Dr.
Keiser about three years ago. I felt. as an
Affirmative Action officer' and as the
executive assistant to the president that I
should have a feel for where students were,
what they thought about, what they were
involved-in, the kinds of things they were
doing now.
When you get out of the classroom into
one of these offices and close the door, you
don't have a feel for students and what
their concerns are. I found that through
working with Jim Christenson's class, I was
able to get involved with students and see
where they are.
In an area like sociology, I guess you can
really see how people relate in groups and
individually. I've wanted to share some
things in that class, but also I've wanted to
get to know the people. Many of the
students have brought up things that the
institution needs to look at.
IQ: What kinds of things do you see
students being concerned about?
A: Students are concerned about their
education. They're concerned about a lot
of what goes on in the classroom. They
want to make sure that quality learning is
going on. sometimes they feel this : is
happening and sometimes they don't. It's
not an indictment necessarily, but it is a
concern that they have.
Students are excited about being in
school and I found that to be really neat.
,Students sometimes come to me with
problems. Itrnight be someone coming into
my office trying to figure out-a way to get
into school or stay in school. Maybe they're
not able to get along with a particular
classmate or roommate.
Often, times I act as a referral, helping
students find the information
or help
needed. Working with them helps tell me
where students are, where they're living.
It's not a lot different, I found, from where
things were when I was a student. '
Q: Is the charge that today's students are
less socially aware and concerned than the
students when you were in school in the late
sixties and eariy 70's an accurate one?
A: No, not at all. If there's anything that I
sense - and maybe that's just the nature of
the course that I'm working with (introsociology and social-psychology) - it's that
they're more aware and interested about
the things that impact their lives.

by Kelly Love
The University News

to

"We4ry to get people to just understand that relating as man and woman relate, Of used
relate, in an office setting is against the law If it makes ~o~eone feel uncomfortable." Lee Mercy, executive assistant to the president and Affirmative Action director.

Lee Mercy,~ executive assistant to the
president also serves as BSU's director of
Affirmative Action. This is his thirteenth
year at BSU and' his eighth year as an
executive
assistant.
University
News
reporter Kelly Love talked to Mercy about
his interest in today's students, the effectiveness of Affirmative Action at BSU and
what his job entails.
Q: Is Affirmative Action iu your mind
responsive to the campus's needs?
A: Very few people really understand what
affirmative action is. They think they do
with regards to broad parameters, but when
you get down to specific rules and specific
regulations about how things are supposed
to go, very few people know.
An example is the sexual harrassment
policy that we just revised. A lot of people
are beginning to look at that policy now.
We're beginning to do some things from
this office to make people aware of it.
We're showing films and making speeches
and talking to small groups to get into the
policy so they realize it's a 'no-no.' This
covers not only faculty and staff but also
students on campus.
We try to get people to just understand
that relating as man and woman relate, or
used to relate, in an office setting is against
the law if it makes someone feet uncomfortable. How many people really know
that enough to know how to modify their
behavior, so they don't get themselves in
trouble'?
So there're some subtleties which make
Affirmative Action almost have some kind
of a mystique, but yet it deals with real life
issues.' I think that Boise State's commitment to Affirmative Action has been fairly
good. We could have a lot bigger staff but
that's notto say that the job could be done
any better' or that there's going to be any
more concern.
My response is to all people relating to
the federal 'guidelines and regulations,
specifically those who have been disadvantaged (handicapped, veterans, minorities and women) is to know those
guidelines and know who to go to' when
they're being violated.
Q: How well is Boise State doing in
providing adaquate handicapped facilities
on campus?
A: I'd like to see it, and I think we're
moving to this position, where we consider
the handicapped person in every facility,
including our walkways and everything on
campus. Primarily that's handled out of
another office, but I am involved with the
committee when it meets periodically,
, We've made great'strides in that area
based on the amount of money that we
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Marketing job outlook; it's a buyer's market
by BiIl Barrett
The University News

,.

\

--

Tim Hogue, a former BSU marketing
instructor who has worked steadily in the
marketing field for the past seven and
one-half years, sees the marketing joboutlook as slightly overcast. Companies are
more selective and able to pick some of the
better graduate students who have pursued
internships or independent studies. He
finds communication skills lacking in a
field. where commuriication
skills are
essential. This he blames in part for the lack
-'of "well-roundedness
In liberal artsoriented studies."
More businesses are hiring liberal arts
graduates rather than the business school
graduate, Hogue says. ,
Dr. Gary McCain, associate BSU marketing professor, says, "The liberal artsoriented side of marketing is the creative
side but its only a tiny piece of marketing."
A journalistically-trained
graduate might
go into market advertising, _whereas a
marketing management-trained
graduate
might go into banking, McCain says.
"Marketing
is basically a form of
management. It's not a vocational skill
such as accounting. You've been trained in
ideas ... it's almost a philosophy," he says.
"A marketing manager will look at (the
question), 'what does a customer want?"
Marketing is, -a strategy-oriented field of
study, McCain says, adding that "it's the
branch of business that interacts with its
customers."
Hands-on intern work is an area lacking
a sound emphasis in early undergraduate
classes, says Dave Terrell, a 1983 BSU
marketing graduate. Terrell says college
training should emphasize the practical.
Terrell says he feels fortunate to have

landed himself in a management training
program with First Security Corporation,
but he lacks knowledge he could have used
in what he is doing now. Instead, marketing
classes gave him theories and concepts
which he found inapplicable, he says.
McCain says internships are good since
marketing students are goal-directed. "But
we still have the problem that some Qf (the
interships) turn out to be no .more than a
part-time job," he says.
McCain also sees a deeper purpose for
the BSU marketing major than vocational
~tiWd~
"You must be aware of consumer wants
and needs and learn the methods and
systems," says McCain.
.
"The only area of marketing which you
can be very intelligent and very good but
not good with 'people is in marketing
research. Marketing research is almost as
much statistics as it is marketing. Very
rarely does a person with an undergraduate
degree go into marketing research. There
are too many skills needed," he says. T\J.e
skills require the tenacity of graduate-level
status, McCain says.
, McCain says the marketing curriculum is
broadly based in order to satisfy as many
needs for as many students as possible.
"The only strong criticisms I've had
coming back are from people who took
jobs in areas which required very narrow
skills. They said, 'You didn't teach me how
to 'merchandise products in dry goods,' or
something like that," he says.
"Most of the market management and
sales jobs deal with industrial products-products which are sold to other businesses. " Industrial marketing is a course of
study yet to come to BSU, McCain says.
Graduates have been placed in jobs
making' over $20,000, McCain says.

Dave Terrell, BSU graduate and matket management trainee' for 'First Security Bank.
Photo by Russ P. Markus.
approximately $20,000 by the end of the
"Banks have found that they are more able
year.
to teach a marketing major finance and
Since the BSU placement office began
banking than they are to take a finance
sending out questionnaires to graduates
major and teach him how to deal with
who had registered with the office in 1975,
clients," he says.
job placement
in Boise has been in
"In essence, we're marketing marketing
insurance, advertising, data processing,
majors. They're our products,"
says
and business management with corporaMcCain.
tions such as IBM, National Cash Register,
Terrell says someone of his status in the
Provident,
United Parcel Service and
Boise area can expect to earn between
Chandler Supply.
about $12,000 to 16,000 yearly. He expects
to have moved from a $15,000 salary to

-----~----------------=----------'-----=---=--.:...-_------------

Entp1o~ent ~riefs
Entrepreneurship
conference
A conference promoting
economic
development through entrepreneurship
education and training will be conducted at
Boise State University Feb. 2 and 3.
. Conference seminars, which will provide
information to teachers, as well as owners
and managers of small businesses, will
• encourage vocational education planners
to train students to organize and manage
businesses
• provide instructors with curriculum information and model entrepreneurship
programs.
• promote cooperation
between area
minority business and vocational programs
in order- to upgrade business techniques,
management skills, budgets, and inventory
control.
the project is sponsored by the Oklahoma State Universty School of Occupational and Adult Education and the BSU
School of Vocational-TeehnicalEducation.
For further information call 385-1508.
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Nursing workshop

!

-~

the participating hospitals St. Alphonsus,
St. Lukes and VA medical centers, Caldwell Memorial and Mercy Medical center
will not be charged admission to the
workshop.
Fees for other nurses are $40 or $5 for
students and retirees.
keglstratlon checks made payable to
BSU account #187-L613 may be sent to
Continuing Nursing Education, BSU, 1910
University
Drive, Boise, 83725. For
additional information about the program,
telephone 385-1195.

Cable internships
United Cable Television of Boise will
provide internships for selected students
enrolled in the BSU School of VocationalTechnical Education electronic service
technician program beginningin 1984.
The internships will be offered sometime
during spring semester, and according to,
the Boise company's general manager Jim
Clark, will provide the interns with a
complete
overview
of cable' system
operations.
"These internships will be invaluable to
'our students because the experiences will
enable them to relate laboratory
and
classroom training to the environment they
will be. working in," program instructor
Dean Arnold said.
Students will gain from "seeing the total
picture"
of the fast-growing
telecommunications industry and having the
opportunity to "get their hands on lastminute, state-of-the-art
equipment,"
, Arnold said.
According to Dr. Donald Healas, Dean
of the BSU School of Vocational-Technical
Education, such' partnership agreements
are a direct benefit to the school's
programs.
"They also .enhance the ,vital, link
betwet:n business', industry. and education,
, and provide .11S .with the fee(\back we· need
.to, ensur~ that our' programs, are training'
. studentSforjobsthat
Will be' available to
~em upon~uation,".
Healass~d.

FEBRUARY INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Date of visit

Company

Desired Major & Requirements

Wed. 2/1/84
Thurs. 2/2/84

John Harland Co.

Business, Marketing pref.

;Mon. 2/6/84
·Tues. 2/7/84

Marine Corps

Any Major
10 a.m.-2 p.m, SUB Lobby

Wed. 2/8/84

Boise Cascade Building Materials

Business Major
May & summer 1984 Grads

Thurs. 2/9/84

Job hunting Techniques Seminar

Tues. 2/14/84

Idaho First National Bank

For more information,
contact the
Career Planning and Placement office in
room 123, Administration
Building. A
more complete copy of future interview
schedules is available through the office.
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Calendar

9:00p.m.
Mystery, "Reilly: Ace of
, Spies, Prelude to War," Reilly must go
under cover in Manchuria to assist the
Japanese
fleet against the Russians,
KAID-4.

,

000

Thursday, January 26
ASBSU Days,' find out about ASBSU,
StuderitPrograms Boara, University News,
Boisean Lounge, 11 a.m. to 2 p.rn., free.

Friday, January 27

Sunday, January 29
,
6:00 p.rn, NBC
Special
Report,
"lacocca ... An American Profile," KIVI-6.'
8:00 p.m. Nature, examines the relationship between animal behaviors and habitat,
KAID-4.

"1984 and Beyond" Film Series, Metropolis and Just Imagine, E-1l2, 7 p.rn.,
tickets $2.50 general, $1 BSU students and
personnel and senior citizens.
Candlelight Vigil, to commemorate 33rd
anniversary of atmospheric bomb tests in
Nevada, 7 a.m., Union Pacific Train
Depot.
Old-time Country Music Concert, Bob
Bovee and Gail Hail, 8 p.m.v Clubroom,
YWCA, 720 W. Washington, tickets $4
general, $3 members or Idaho Folklore
Society and senior citizens, $2.50 children
under 12.
Brown Bag Lunch, Esperanza Nee speaks
on tracing her family's heritage, noon to 1
p.m., YWCA, free.

Saturday, January 28
"1984 and Beyond" Film Series, Things to
Come and The Day the World Stood Still, 7
p.rn. Ed. Bldg. room 112, tickets $2.50
general, $1 BSU students and personnel
and senior citizens.
i

Brown Bag Lunch

Monday, January 30
8:00 p.m. Sea Chase, John Wayne, Lana
Turner, Tab Hunter. Adventure, drama
and romance of an outlaw ship and the
people aboard her, based on the Andrew
Geer novel, KTRV-12.
9:00 p.m, Great Performances, "Edith
Wharton: Summer,"
a young woman
confronts-the challenges and problems..in,
growing up and finding a place in the adult
world, KAID-4.

Closing Night, Laundry and Bourbon and
Lonestar, Subal Theatre, 8:15 p.m., tickets
$4 general, $2.50 students and senior
citizens.
Dance Workshop, jazz, ballet, modern and
creative movement, taught by "A Dancing
Force," College of Idaho campus, 9 a.m,
to 3 p.m., cost $7, tickets available at C of I
Student Union or from any company
member.

Esperanza Nee,' assistant director of Financial
Aid Services atBSU, will present a slide
presentation entitled "Journey to the East,"the
story of herfamily's trip back to its roots In
mainland China after 46 years of living abroad,
firstln Guatemala and then in Idaho at the
YWGA Brown Bag Lunch, Jan. 27. The
program begins at noon, and will end by 1 p.rn.
The presentation is free, and participants are
,encouraged to bring a sack lunch or purchase a
soup and bagel lunch for $2.

Tuesday, January 31
8:00p.m.
Nova, "Antarctica: Earth's
Last Frontier," the coldest, driest and most
remote continent is also one of the least
explored and most threatened by potential
exploration
of its mineral resources,
KAID-4.
9:00 p.m, American Playhouse, "True
West," John Malkovich, Gary Sinise. Sam
Shepard's award-winning play about two
brothers and the fight they wane betweeg
themselves, KAID-4.

Pianists compete

Wednesday, February 1
8:00 p.rn, Rio Lobo, John Wayne,
Jennifer O'Neill, Jorge Rivero. A former
Union colonel sets out to take revenge on a
couple of traitors after the. Civil War and
finds a conspiracy to do a Texas rancher
out of his land, KTRV-12.

'Radio rave

Sunday; January 29
Concert, Pavilion, 8 p.rn. tickets
$12.50 at usual Pavilion outlets.
"1984 and Beyond" Film Series, THX 1138
and Dark Star, 7 p.m, Ed. Bldg., room 112,
tickets $2.50 general, $1 students, senior'
citizens and BSU personnel.
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Monday, January 30

I,

II

Ii

Opening Day, BSU Krt Gallery, prints by
Laura Hibbs and antique photos from the
collection of Russ Markus, through Feb.
i7, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., free:

J~

Wednesday, February 1
Treasure Valley Youth Symphony Concert,
8 p.m., Capital High School, free.
Accounting, Presentation,
"CPA Exam
Study Habits," Lookout Room, SUB, 7:00
p.m., free.

I

,

•

Tbursday, January:z6
8:00 p.m: Gypsy Moths,Gene Hackman,
Deborah Kerr, Burt 'Lancaster,'
three
barnstorming skydivers create turmoil in a
small,Kansas town while performing there
over the fourth of July holiday, KAID-4

I'

't
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Thursday, January 26
5:00 p.m. Ajterwork Special, Muddy
Waters, Electric Mud, KBSU-FM, 91.3.

Friday,January
27
,,8:00, p.m. The Hustler, Paul Newman,
Piper Lauricl"George C. Scott. A travelling
pool shark becomes involved with a
gambler who indirectly causes his girlfriend
to commit suicide, KTRV-12.
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Coffee at concert
Seattle-based pianist John AIkins will be the
debut performer of the new coffeehouse series,
Capuccino Concerts, sponsored by the Student
Programs Board, in the SUB Ballroom on
Thursday, Jan. 26, at 8 pm,
AIkins is a classically trained jazz pianist,
according to SPB Concerts Chair Denise
Calloway, who believes in music as a medium
for healing the frazzled human spirit.
The concert is free, and coffee and tea,
- provided by Saga, is available at no cost.

The YWCA is planning a novel way to send a
valentine with the "Send Your Sweet a Heart"
project. For a donation of $7.50, the YWCA
cupid will plant a heart-shaped message on the
lawn of that special someone just before
daylight on Valentine's Day.
Deliveries are limited to the Boise area and
registrations must be received no later than Feb.
9. For more information contact the YWCA at
343-3688.

Sunday, January 29
11:00 p.m, Of] the Record Special, The
Police, 1 hr. KBBK-FM, 92.
Monday, January 30
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, The Boomtown Rats, V Deep, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
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ZZ Top, Night Ranger ,at BSU
zz Top, the "Iittle old boogie band from
Texas, and their guest, NightRanger, a Bay
area-based band, will appear at the BSU
PaviIlionon Jan. 29 at 8 pm, ~
ZZ Top was formed in 1969, and consists of
guitarist Billy Gibbons, bassist Dusty Hill, and
drummer Frank Beard. The tour which brings
them to Boise follows the success ofthe group's
, album Eliminator. The band had one of 1983's
biggest hits .... Sharp-dressed Man."
Other successful albums by the group include
TresHombres which produced the single "La
Grange" and Fandango with the-hit entitled
, "Tush'\.
.
'
,
, ,'ZZ Top, known for their distinctive style of
"hard-driving, electrifying brand of Texas
.
Boogie-blues" promises a sh~w to reme';l1ber.
II

On stage'
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Crazy

Wednesday, February 1
5:00 p.m, Ajterwork
Special, Blancmange, Happy Family, KBSU-FM, 91.3.

Bouquet: Ocean
Brass Lamp: TVDK
C.razy Horse: TVDK
;PengIlly's: The Bob and Bill Show
, Saturday,JIII~uary28,
"
,
8:00p.m~ North. tojtlaska, John Wayne, ' Red Lion DoWntowner: Price
Rusty Halrpoon: P.F. Nyer
. Stewart Grll!1ger,Ernie Kovacs. ,A Y0\!Ilg
'Sandpiper: Jeff Shaffer
prospectiJr leaves forSeattle,promisingto.
,Tom'Gralney's:Swank
and Jones
bring back ~
Partne~'~f'l8Dcee,
and
returns,w1th:another woman,:KTR,V.12.
',' 'YJWl~ey~!er:,Arion'
,.

,

Friday, January 27
5:00 p.rn. Afterwork Special, Wall of
Voodoo, Call of the West, KBSU-FM,
91.3.

Tuesday, January 31
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special,
Horse, Loose, KBSU-FM, 91.3.

:.Top rube

,

Valentine message

zz Top
,.

,

The finals of the Second Annual Rotary
Young Artist Competition, co-sponsored by the
Rotary Club of Boise and the Boise
Philharmonic, will be held Saturday, Jan. 28 in
the SPEC at 8 p.rn. Admission to the event is $3
Pianists from Alaska, Idaho, Montana,
Oregon, Utah and Washington were chosen to
compete in this year's competition.
There will be four to six finalists chosen to
compete for the first prize of $1,000 cash and
performance of the piano concerto of their
. choosing with the Boise Philharmonic on March
19 and 20.
The three judges of the event will be Thorn :
Ritter George, a composer/violinist who also .
conducts the Idaho Civic Symphony in
Pocatello, and the Waterloo, Iowa Symphony,
Madeleine Hsu, a Julliard graduate who now
teaches piano at BSU and Marvin Blickenstaff,
a Nampa native who is a professor of piano at
Goshen College in Goshen, Indiana.
For further information, call 344-7849.

NightRanger first appeared in Boise followifi
the success of their debut album Dawn Patrol.
This time their appearance coincides with the
successful single "You Can Still Rock in
America" from their second LP, Midnight
Madness.
Night Ranger consists of bassist/vocalist Jac
Blades, guitarist Brad Gillis, guitarist Jeff
Watson, Alan "Fitz" Gerald on keyboards
and Kelly Keagy on drums and lead vocals.
Night Ranger has found success in both
album-oriented radio and music video. Hits j
the band include "Don't Tell Me You Love
Me", and"Sing Me Away".
Tickets for the ZZTop/Night Ranger
performance are available at all BSU Pavilion
ticket outlets. Ticket Pril7. is $12.S0.
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'Rear Window' shatters
.

'by Brian Mason
The University News

;\;

Moviesthat go away by themselves tend
to come back by themselves. Such is the
case with Alfred Hitchcock's 1959 "Rear
Window." You really should buy your
popcorn and make sure you won't have to
go to the bathroom later before the movie
starts, since any moment missed here feels
like an hour.
.
Hitchcock's masterfully tense, intriguing'
plot is conveyed in such inviting style by the
all-star cast that I found myself and others
leaning forward and gasping.
As the News' "Guide to Winter 'Fun"
suggested, Jimmy Stewart loses almost all
his drawl as an award-winning
news
photographer. Confined to a wheelchair,
Stewart has six weeks to nurse a broken leg
to health.
This requires little effort, especially since
Stewart's insurance company supplies him
with too-efficient nurse Thelma Ritter.
Aside from keeping his linens clean, Ritter
supplies Stewart with salvos of wit-andconscience-laden adages.
Just when Stewart seems destined to
spend the next month and a half eyeballing
the miniature world in the apartment
complex across the street from his, enter
~
Grace Kelly.
As Stewart's well-bred, society girl\.
\,
\ \
friend, Princess Grace is flawless, After the
initial shock of her utterly staggering looks,
I spent five minutes searching for some tiny
mar in this woman's ways or appearance. It
dating from about 1850 to 1944 with subjects as
was like trying to catch a ping-pong ball in
varied as the first peaches grown in Nampa and
a tornado.
a portrait from Nazi Germany.
You will thrill to Kelly's looks and acting
The exhibit also includes "the famous
abilities for the duration of this movie.
dissected body photo" which Markus found in
Guaranteed.
an antique shop. The photograph depicts a
.And, for Perry Mason fans, Raymond
completly dissected body laid out on a table with
Burr. co-stars as the suspicious character
four men standing in back of it holding up
seen doing suspicious things at inhuman
various body parts.
hours of the night.
"It's just this tacky, tacky setup," Markus
As usual, Hitchcock himself makes a
explained, "which looks like it could be at a
cameo appearance somewhere along the
medical school, but also looks like something
line, and watching for this is fun. Also, if
somebody did for fun,"
you listen alertly during the first ten
. The photography exhibit is timed to coincide
minutes, a mystery sentence will make sense
with the photography history class being taught
immediately
after it's allover.
in the art department this semester, and Markus
You can amaze and impress your friends
feels it will be of personal interest to
photography students and history students.
The BSU Museum of Art is located on the
first floor of the Liberal Arts building and is
open to the public free of charge weekdays from
by Edith· Decker
9am ro s pm.
'
The University News
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Hibbs, Markus at BSU Gallery
o
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The BSU Museum of Art will open the new
year with a two-person exhibit of prints and
historical photograph equipment Jan. 30
through Feb. 17.
.
Laura Hibbs, a 1980 graduate of BSU and
now a master's candidate at Ohio University,
will display her prints andlithographic works
along with Boise photographer Russ Markus'
"History of Photography" exhibit.
Hibbs' works have been included in several
BSU student shows and in a group show at
Wesley and Houghton galleries in New York.
"Her imagery is very much her own-one
would expect that from someone who has the
depth of mind like hers," said George Roberts,
a BSU art professor and one of Hibbs' former
teachers. "Laura had a tendency to look to
herself for ideas,"
Markus is currently the photo chief for The
University News, and is a senior in English,
secondary education. His portion of the exhibit
will include over 100 antique photographs

Faculty ..only tickets

"

..

On April 7 the Morrison will formally OPen
its doors and the season with My Fair Lady
Because of the special interest the University
community feels in this accomplishment, a
limited number of tickets have been set aside for
BSU faculty.
In order that opening night seats may be
reserved before tickets go on sale to the general
public, your reservations must be received
before Feb. 3.
To join in this gala evening and experience the
new Morrison Center, please send your check
for $20 per seat to BSU Faculty Wives and
Women, Elaine Rockne, Treasurer, 1801 South
Phillippi, Boise, Idaho 83705.

C of I dance workshop
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"A Dancing Force," the BSU dance troupe,
will present a workshop Jan. 28 and a concert
Feb. 4 on the College of Idaho Campus.
. The workshop will feature jazz, ballet,
modem, creative movements and stretch
dancing from 9 a.m, tonoon and 1 to 3 p.m. It
is open to the public and the cost is $7 ..
Tickets may be purchased at the C of I
Student Union or from any dance company
member.
.
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Movies
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by citing it as proof you "knew' it- all
along," ,
"It" does not refer to a Psycho-like
creep show. This is the' flip side of
scary-an, involving mixture of tension,
suspense, unanswered questions, and on
the side, a little romance. You won't walk
away vowing to buy clear shower curtains
from now on, resLasJtured. But you will see
an impressive movie.
-.
,
One of the most impressive aspects of
"Window" is the array of real-life folks
Stewart (and the audience) sees passing in
front of his binoculars.
Somehow, and it's this somehow that
makes him an all-conference film-maker,
Hitchcock is able to tap many veins' of
common or eccentric human behavior, and
find the right people to neatly breathe life
into them. Even if you don't know a Miss
Lonely Hearts, you're almost sure to know
a Torso or a musi m,
These and othe. volks swim through a
sweltering summer maware of Stewart's
almost unblinking b..J:e.
Nurse Thelma knows better, of course,
and warns Stewart, "You're
watchin'
things that are private; no one should see
the things you see. It'll get you into
trouble," But what kind of trouble? And
how will he get into it?
Well, that's the rest of the movie, and
saying anything more would steal its starch.
But let me tell you, you don't have'
detectives for friends in wimpy movies.
This is go for broke action of the mind
and the screen, as Hitchcock brings lighting
and camera angle to subtle intensities
instead of wasting money on too many sets.
If movies of this sort interest you at all,
make sure and cast an important vote for
insuring more of its kind coming to Boise
by increasing the box office take. It's worth
seeing, and as baseball manager Yogi Berra
once said, if the people don't want to stay
home, there's no way you're going to stop
them.

See 'Wolf' for scenery
Never Cry Wolf, currently showing at the
Plaza Twin, is the story of a biologist and
his attempt to observe the great northern
wolves of Canada.
Charles Martin Smith gives a fine
performance as Tyler, the man who leaves
civilization and is literally dumped on an
ice' flow to start his experiments. The
'real star of the picture however, is the
stunning photography of the world of the
wolf.
Thoughout,
I was astounded by the
action shots. One man in a herd of
caribou--all of them running in the sun for
their lives-for example.
.
Tyler, the biologist, has been sent to
discover whether the wolves are responsible.
for the decline of the' caribou population.
After an extremely eventful and comical
plane ride, Tyler is faced with survival. The
kind that means life or death. The kind
faced in a hostile environment where. no
civilization can help. .He is saved from
freezing by an Eskimo and sets up his camp
near a family of wolves who accept his

"Movies
'.

"

presence after initial numerous confrontations.
'.
The film is amusing until the final scenes.
It is these final scenes, the wrap-up that
never happened that is the film's only
drawback. There are loose ends and many
"Why's" floating around. We don't know
exactly what happened to the wolves Tyler
had been watching and had grown so close
to. We don't know what happened to
Rosie, '(Brian Donvey) the crazed' airplane
pilot 'who later shows. up as a different
person,changed
by sudden affluenceaffluence facilitated,
I think, by the
exploitation of the wild. We don't know
why Tyler and Rosie become such bitter
enemies. We can only guess. I'd rather
know.
Despite the ambiguous end, I'd suggest
you seeN ever Cry .Wolf, just to experience
the Wildness.
.
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P.E. department helps old gym get new look
by Julie Nash
The University News
The physical education department of
BSU is participating in the remodelling of
the gymnasium which is taking place this
semester. Because of a long-felt shortage of
teaching facilities and office space, remodelling of the gym was begun recently.
The need for expansion and the addition of
teaching areas has been felt for years by
everyone
in the physical
education
program.
In the first phase of remodelling, the
main gym area will be sealed off from the
upper teaching area. This will allow the
classes in session to be conducted without
.interuption from the athletic events taking
place below. This will separate the academic and physical aspects of the program. This
phase of the remodelling will be completed
this semester;
Several significant changes will be made.
The restrooms
will be remodeled
to
provide better access for the handicapped
and an elevator will be installed.

A large lecture hall will be developed to
lessen the need for Physical" Education
students to go across campus to the Science
Education
Building for large lecture
classes.
A dance studio will be constructed within
the building for dance classes and eventually exercise bars and mirrors will be
installed for effective dance instruction and
practice.
A library will be built next to the main
office which will be stocked with books
which are used by P.E. majors. Books on
biomechanics, anatomy and health will be
available here for P.E. students. . .
The three existing lab areas, which
include a. biQmechanical lab, a human
performance lab, and an anatorriicarIaD;-will be enlarged and improved for more
up-to-date and effective instruction.
In addition, soundproofing will be added
to reduce noise emission throughout the
facility. It is hoped that all remodelling will
be completed and functional by the fall
semester of 1984.

Having grown up in the deserts ~of
Nevada, I' never had the opportunity to
take-up the great sport of skiing. After four
years of making up excuses about bad
knees and a susceptibility to frost bite, .1
was fmally persuaded to give skiing a try
over Christmas break.
I've never understood skiers. Why would
anyone willingly go to the top of a steep,
snow covered mountain and attempt to ski
_down it'? The snow .and ice are bad enough,
but these people strap waxed boards to
their feet and make the hill even slipperier.
To make matters worse, some smart alec
has put sojnething called moguls all over
the slopes, just to make the trip down the
slopes more "fun".
Once you get to the lodge, the first thing
the novice has to do is rent a pair of skis.
The rental skis, along with your blue jeans
and crash helmet, will immediately alert
everyone else to the fact that you have
never skied before, but ignore their stares.
They were once beginners.
Now that you have rented your skis, you
are ready to begin skiing. You start your
assault on the mountain by practicing on a
relatively flat part of the mountain referred
to as the bunny hill. Don't let the name fool
you. It's treacherous.

The rope tow operator will help you on
to the rope tow, but half way up you will
realize he hasn't told you how to get off
(remember, 'he can tell you are a beginner).
Don't worry, you will think of something
when the time comes. Just don't falloff on
the way up or the clown behind you will ski
up your back. If this happens, don't get
mad. He's a beginner too.
Assuming you've made it to the top, it's
time for the fun to begin. First take a look
around you and soak in the splendor of the
great outdoors. It's five degrees outside
with six inches. of fresh powder and another
two feet of snow is expected by the time you
reach the bottom of the .hill.
By now you will be so cold that the
feeling in your fingers and toes is gone.
This is completely normal, so don't worry.
Besides, it will get worse.
Enough sightseeing, it's time to ski.
There are two ways to go about this. One is
to point your skis down the hill and go
straight down as fast as you can, weaving in
and out and feeling the thrill of the speed as
'you go.
The other method is the one we will use.
It's called snow plowing. Spread your feet
apart and put the tips of the skis together.
Sure, you look ridiculous, but you've gone
ten feet Without breaking a bone. Keep
practicing until your calf muscles give out.
At this point, try to ignore the six-year-
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The balcony of the old gym is being remodeled into !l conference room, a lecture hall and
an anatomical lab,'Photo by Russ P. Markus

Novice offer§_tjps for beginning skiers
by Jeff Kline
The University News
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the head (and they aaoghedaf "thecrash
old kids that are bombing past you at full
helmet back at the lodge).
speed. They are too young to know what
Your poles will always stop 100 yards
will happen if they fall and too stupid to
back up the hill. If there is anything around
feel pain if they do. Besides, if you watch
even resembling a tree, your body will hit it.
them, they never fall.
But don't worry, this is fun.
Ignore them and they will go away,
Don't try to walk back up the hill for the
probably over to the expert slopes to annoy
poles. If you sit there long enough,
someone else.
someone will stop and pick them up for
By now you should be able to ski down
you. While you wait, take the time to
the bunny hill at a decent speed, say 10
reflect on why you are doing this to
miles-per-hour. That's fast enough. At
yourself. And then head for the lodge.
some point on the run you may be required
Like jumping, twisting and hot-dogging
to execute a rather difficult maneuver that
(you did all of these, put not on purpose),
is commonly called a tum.
stopping in at the lodge after a thrilling day
Take it from me, it can't be done. If you
of skiing is all part of the adventure.
.
find it necessary to turn, simply lean to one
Assuming you are still in one piece, it is
side until you fall. It's the only way to do it,
time to relax and look back on your day on
and if you prepare yourself, the crash won't
the slopes. Congratulate yourself on your
be so bad.
skill, grace and .courage.
Speaking of falling, perhaps a few words
Then promise that you will never attempt
on that aspect of skiing would be approto ski again. You made it through the day
priate. .The anticipation of falling is far
alive, so why press your luck'?
more painful then the actual fall, so don't
After an hour in the lodge it's time to go
worry too much. Besides, six weeks in a
home. Now you will notice that every
cast isn't all that bad. You probably look
muscle in your body has stiffened up. This
good in plaster.
shouldn't concern you, in a week or so
You will find that when you fall your skis
you'll be·as good as new.
will falloff. Don't panic, that's supposed
You have survived Y01Jrfirst day on the
to happen. The bad.part is that when you
slopes, and despite the promise you made,
fall, your skis; poles and body never land in
you will be back. Now, wasn't that funl
the same place.
One ski will always slide down to the
bottom of the hill, the other will hit you in

Sports "briefs
Park & ski stickers
Park and Ski stickers are required in the
Park and Ski areas. Stickers cost $5 for the
season and can be obtained at High
Country Sports, the Department of Lands
office on Warm Springs Avenue, and at the
Idaho City Grocery in Idaho City ..
Park and Ski areas in the Idaho City area
have been plowed, .and ski conditions are
good as long as you stay on' set tracks.
Snowmobile. trails have also been groomed
in this area. Highway 21 to Idaho City .ls
clear, but drivers are asked to watch for
deer;
Winter travelers are reminded to carry
the followiJI.g items with them at all,times
'while traveling any great . distance:
a
sleeping bag or blankets, warm clothing, a
flashlight, matches and Candles; 8 first aid
kit, a shovel and a fast energy food.
For further information on cross-country
and snowmobilirig
conditions,
call '
334-1516.
. ,
-'
The Outdoor Activities Center is piano.
ningthree low-cost ski trips in. February
.and March. ",
."
.

"

.. ..

On Feb. 4-5, the OAC is sponsoring a
trip to Maverick Mountain in. Montana;
Feb. 24-26, Mount Bachelor, Oregon and
March 16-18, Brundage
Mountain
in
Idaho.
For specific details and prices visit the'
Outdoors Activities Center or call 385-,
1455, Mon. through Fri., 3 p.m, to 7 p.m,

Gymnasts fly high
The 'BSU gymnastics team was. ranked
among the top 29Jeams in the nation for
the month of December, according to the
NCAA .Statistical, Service report issued
recently,'
.
.
, The Broncos were listed 16 in the nation
by scores with a 172.35'teamscore in their
.meet against BYU,That score set a school
record. in addition to ,8 MO\lntain West
-Athletic Conference mark.,'
ConDie I..avertuwas listed in:thetopS of
the nation's gymnasts for her record setting'
score of 36.50 in the all7around competitiQn
against the Cougars: .'
'

~RortsBe fitness
Kick start your heart andget into shape
by Julie Nash

The University News
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Increasingly, Americans are joining the
fitness craze and are becomirig aware of the
condition of their bodies.
Yet, there are many of us who let' poor
health habits rule our lives. We guiltily
.pour on the calisthenics after raiding the
cookie jar or right before trying on a new
string bikini,
Aerobic exercise is any type of vigorous,
extended activity that increases the efficiency with which the body intakes and
utilizes oxygen.
Nonstop aerobic exercise forces the heart
and lungs to pump life-sustaining oxygen
through the blood and, by toning the heart
and other muscles, helps develop both
. strength and endurance. The key is regular
exercise: huff and puff (but don't groan)
for 30-45 minutes a day, 3 to 5 times a
week.
If you are not exercising at all now, you
should work up to -that level gradually.
Aerobic movement should be strenuous
enough to maintain a heart rate high

enough to raise your oxygen and metabolic
rate.
But if you exercise too hard your muscles
will give out long before your oxygen intake
is elevated and your metabolic rate is
raised.
The key to burning fat is to keep
exercising steadily. In the early stages of
exercising, say the first 10 minutes. or so,
your body burns glucose for energy. After
30 minutes of steady aerobic work, fat is
supplying roughly half the energy you are
expending.
.
If you make a habit of exercising for 30
toA5 minutes several times a week, your
body's metabolism adapts to. the higher
energy demand and even when you aren't
exercising your body will dig into fat
reserves to supply energy.
Vigorous aerobic exercise helps to bring
metabolism closer to what it was in youth.
Those who live the sedentary life have
lower metabolisms.
• Of course, this does not mean that you
can eat like there is no tomorrow and still
expect to lose weight. But even if you step
up your food intake to match the extra
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A total of six BSU athletes won honors
for last week's performances in four sports.
Frank Jackson and Kathy Smith were
tabbed for their performances in basketball. Jackson was honored for his 24 points'
and three assists in a road trip split at
Eastern Washington and Idaho. Smith
made 26 points and five rebounds in the
women's team's split of two road games in
Portland.

'.

Gymnast Janelle Maynard was tabbed
for her all-around victory in a three sided
win over Montana and Seattle and setting a
new record in the parallel bars.
Wrestler Bill Bauman, with wins over
Montana State and Oregon State raised his
record to 12-3 in the 190 pound class.
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joining a sorority?
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Spring registration

.

II -. Jeff's, Volkswage~
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Interested in

warm up properly or run excessive discalories you expend in exercising, your
tances.
body composition will change. You will
BlcycUng: Cycling is aerobic .if you
fmd' that you have more muscle and less
keep your speed up around 15 miles per
fat.
hour. This exercise causes less wear and
In order to qualify as "aerobic,"
an
tear on the joints and muscles than jogging.
exercise should be strenuous enough to get
Walking:
Although
walking takes.
you huffing and puffing for at least 30
about three times as long to get the same'
minutes. The following activities have high
aerobic benefit as running, it can be done
aerobic potential: anywhere by almost anyone. The key to
Cross-country skUng: With the conusing walking as an aerobic exercise is to
tinuous movement and many, muscles
involved, there are aerobic benefits in ' maintain as fast a pace as you can.
The key to effective aerobic exercise is to
cross-country skiing. The fact that this
keep moving. A friendly tennis game won't
activity is usually done in relatively high
do it, too many pauses. The same goes for
altitudes and in cold weather makes this
lifting weights. An hour of raquetball just
exercise even more effective.
about makes-the-grade, provided you-keep,
Swimming: This activity uses all the
the ball moving constantly.
major muscles of the body and has a total
Another thing to keep in mind is that you
conditioning effect. The buoyancy of the
need to perform some type of aerobic
water helps to reduce pressure on joints and
activity at least three times a week. To keep
bones thus lessening the possibility of
your body on a high energy track, aerobic
injury.
exercise must be frequent and consistent.
, Jogging or mnnlng: This is one of the
-This means that your aerobics class, which
most convenient exercise programs and
meets two times a week is not enough.
requires relatively little skill to perform.
The problem with jogging lies in the
injuries which can occur if you do not

Sinn'
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Track and field awards went to .Jake
Jacoby for his qualifying into the NCAA
high jump field with a leap of 7-3l!.l at the
Sunkist Invitational and Diane Dodds for
her second place finish in the 500 meters at
the Intermountain MEE'I: IN Pocatello.

'Students! Earn extra $$ Save those hard to get $$
Do you have neat clothes that you just never seem to
wear anymore? Want new ones but hate to spend a
fortune to get them?

parts &. labor
I,
~I I

4433 Adams

IBM COPIES • NO MINIMUM

-4V2C

Mori-Thurs 7:30-9
SELF
Fri 7:30-6
SERVICE kinko's COpiQS Sat 9-4
675 CAPITOL BLVD.
COPIES
Sun 11-4,
BOISE, IDAHO
.

342-7995

BRASS LAMP PIZZA
II

It

II
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WE CAN HELP

Dee's Duds

375·4686

For information call
343~1761 or 342~1710

..'"

Registration for the spring season of
-coed volleyball' began Tuesday at Fort
Boise Community Center.
Registration will continue until Feb. 10
or until 48 teams have registered.
Players must be out of high school.
Other requirements are a $65 team fee, a
team roster signed by the players, the
library card of city residents or a $3 fee for
non-resident players.

11Ie Broncos hometown flvorite smce '1~
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-Clothing on Consignment
moved to a bigger and better location
1218 Broadway
(between Budget Tapes and Cal's Auto Parts)
Mon-Sat lOam -6pm 342-4879

Where would you
like to attend' college next
.

year?
••
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Dance to TVDK (rock..n ..roll) January 27..28
344..6541
572 Vista Ave.

.

,

COlle . .
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lrgin 1
NatlonalStudent Exchange!
slands
Over 60 campuses available
as exchange optioas,
.Forinfo,visitrooms i04~6,SUB.
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WAL.RADT

GIA~WAAT,
SPRING BREAK SKIING! In Steamboat Springs,
Colorado,
champagne
powder, 6 days/5· nights in deluxe ski
in/out condos with athletic. club, lifts and
parties. ONLY $158.00 per. person. Limited
space available. Call SUNCHASE toll free
today 1-800-321-5911.
SPRING BREAK SUN! South Padre
Island, Texas with 8 days/7 nites new
deluxe beach side condos with pool. Only
$98.00 per person. Limited space available.
Call SUNCHASE toll free today 1-800-3215911.
Delux Barber Styling for men & women.
We take the time to cut your-hair the way
you want it. 404 S. 8th 344-2681.
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by Nicole Hollander

SYLVIA
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For those who know what I mean. Come
to our FYSRL party. For more information
call 336-9079. Only qualified people can
attend.
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Glad to be of help T.D. Wish I could do
more.
Jim, lets do it again. D.K.
Attention
Towers & Driscoll:
Just
because it's cold outside doesn't mean you
have to be Frigid. 385-3528.
Go to where the action's at. Listen and
Dance to TVDK on the 27th and 28th.
Brass Lamp 572 Vista Ave.
Brass Lamp 572 Vista Ave. 344-6541.
Check us out after the Nevada-Reno, N.
Arizona Games. ($1.00 off large pitchers
with ticket stub). One ticket per pitcher
please.
Students, earn extra $$. We can help.
Dee's Duds Clothing on Consignment (See
display ad this issue).
.Reconditioned Vacuums $40.00 and up ,
(all makes). Action Vacuum 343-6330.
Fireside Inn: The place to kick back and
relax. Happy hour 4:30-6:00 weekdays,
special price on pitchers & drafts. 31st &
State, behind the Texaco.
Need a weekly comic book fix? We have
new comics (about 30 titles each week),
40,000 old comics and thousands of used
science fiction books. New Mythology,
1725 Broadway, Boise.

The Real Puzzle~

The Real Puzzle~Solution

Split personalities
Each
of the numbered
images
at the right
has
appeared on a button (technically, a badge) designed for
some musical performer
or
group, We'd like you to name
the performers and groups on
the lines provided below.

1
2

3,

4__
5,

1)
2)
3)

6,
7
8,
9
10
11
12-'
13
141

6) Richard (Burton)
(Elizabeth) Taylor

_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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American Camara and Firebird - Buy,
sell, or trade new and used parts. 119 E.'
35th St., 344-0'719.

&

~

The legislative hotline needs volunteers. 2
hrs/wk. An opportunity to learn about
your legislature -, Call' Deanna Smith,·
33&'7010.

i

MONEY

EARN

©IllM

Unllod Foal"'" SyndiCal., Inc,

YOU:

WHILE

CASH

ice
dog"
8th" '
our,

FOR SALE-Women's 3-wheel bicycle.
Built in carrying basket, excellent condi-'
tion. $150 flrm. Call 342-2236.. anytime, '
TYPING-Linda,
the Intelligent fypist
willtype your research papers, reports,and
Resumes.
ANYTHING
ELSE?
Call
342·2236, ;mytime.
<,

",:STLJDY!

$11.00

January Special-Get one-half pound of
fudge free with each purchase of one pound
or more of Van Duyn Chocolates. 8th 81.
, Marketpiace~ 342-4464:
.
8th St.. Creamery-Along with our
cream, we have 9 varieties of hot
specials. Try 'our new sloppy. burgers;
St. Marketplace, 345-1288. Don't miss
25 cent cone special January 28th.

Howard (Casell)
(Muhammad) Ali

5) Bing (Crosby)
(1Iob) Hope

_

-----

Lou (Ccstello)(Bud) Abbott
Leonard (Nimoy)
(William) Shatner
salvador (Dali)
(Pablo) Picasso

4)

_

Winter tune-up special. $29.95 parts
and labor. Jeff's Volkswagon Specialties,
376-4686.

Two .bedroom townhouses, one and a
half baths, laundry room and swimming
pool. Six month leases. Scandia Apartments. 345-5321. Quiet. Living. 9-5 only.
$250/month.$I20
deposit.

On the button
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; $7 .OO:for yo~.r first donation $9.00 for yo~'r seconddonatio'n in the the same calendar
'week .. New donors bring this ad for an additiOnal.$4~00 bonus fo'lIo'wing your first
'~:l.ohbtion.'
Our Hours-Tues. & Sat. 8:00- 5:00 Wed. & Frio 9:00 - 5:09
American Plasma Donor Center
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Tuition for higher education
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The time has finally corne. Students of Idaho's universities must accept the idea
that tuition is a necessary evil if the 'education they receive is to be worth the ·time
spent in school.
.
The current report by the Idaho Association of Commerce and Industry's Task
Force on Higher Education has clearly shown that due to a lack of funding,
Idaho's universities are falling behind the academic standards set by schools in
neighboring states.
- Presently students pay fees that by law have to be used for "non-instructional"
purposes.
"Non-instructional"
means the student pays for maintenance
and
equipment but does not directly pay the faculty who educate them. A result of this
funding system is low faculty salaries at our universities:
The state can't pay
faculty what the private sector and out-of-state
universities can. Consequently,
faculty morale is low and Idaho's students are losing some of our best instructors.
Tuition would raise additional funds to allow Idaho to offer a competitive salary'
to educators.
'
Tuition is not the only answer. In addition to a constitutional
amendment
permitting tuition, Idaho's lawmakers need to take the necessary steps to ensure
that the current temporary 4.5070 sales tax be made permanent. The tax will revert
to 3070on July I, 1984, if the legislature doesn't act now. Without the higher sales
tax, other taxes will need to be raised to cover the.cost of higher education.
I strongly urge the students to encourage ASBSU to support the move to a
tuition program in Idaho. A tuition that is equal to one-third the cost of education
has been recommended by IACI.Current
estimates of the cost of education would
make tuition payments anywhere from$866 to $1,100 per semester. This one-third
proposal, if governed properly, is fair and in line with tuition standards set by the
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education in 1973. It would allow the students
who can afford it to help pay for their education, and would give the state more
money to help those who can't.
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ASBSU Open House Day

Letters
Theatre review
reviewed
We would like to express our concern or
perhaps downright
disbelief over the
quality of journalism we were subjected to
in the Jan. 19 edition of The University.

News.

'

We refer specifically to the review of the
dress rehearsal (wonderful basis for a
review, folks) of the plays Lone Star (sic),
and Laundry and Bourbon. This journalistic massacre was written by Valerie
Mead. It is our personal hope that she feel
sufficiently embarrassed.
Her responsibility
to correctly spell
names and have respect for the intelligence
over her audience was grossly neglected.
Common sense dictates that D'Or is
pronounced as it si spelled. The name
Hribik was not only misspelled,
but
followed by a cheesy, incorrect pronounciation. Tut, tut. Misspelling a- name
violates the first rule of journalism.
Is there no AP stylebook or its equivalent
in the News office?
Shame on everyone involved. Who will
place any trust in a review with so many
errors in style, spelling and grammar?
Certainly not us.
BSU's communication department has a
class called Reporting and Newswriting.
Perhaps you should investigate enrollment
in this course.
Retta Swartzendruber
communication major
Steve Billings
theatre major
and our pals
various majors
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Miss Brottco

J
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Dear Miss Bronco,

a

Thursday, January 26 and Friday, January 27
in the'
Boisean Lounge, from Llanr to 2pm.
~
,

\

Meet with members of KBSU,
ASB Administration, Senate and
Judiciary, the Student Programs
Board, and The University News.

"
"/~
.

It's your money. we-would.
Iike to hear from you l.

I'm
fun-loving gal who would like to
have a good time Saturday night. Unfortunately I don't have a date and I only have
$3; What can I do?
Dear What,
As I see it, you have two limitationsmoney and personality, However, we can
get around both of them. We need an
activity that is cheap and apropos for one
person.
'
My first thought would be a movie.
Tickets for some theatres can be had for a
discount rate at the Union Station. You
may not be able to afford to stuff your face
but you can get out for the evening.
If the thought of avoiding food sends
you into nasty-looking withdrawal convulsions, $3 can buy a lot of cream puffs. This
isn't particularly healthy, but food is a
great consolation.
Given' the words "fun-loving"
and
"good time" in your letter,I assume you
drink. Three bucks 'will pay nearly any
cover charge and you can drink water and
hope for a lot of dances with hunks-unless
you'd rather dance with hunkettes. You
could go somewhere without a coyer charge
and have the dough for a couple of beers. If
you don't like the noise, you can buy a
bottle of Tickle Pink and a Harlequin
Romance andfantasize,
If you're the type who likes making
igloos and watc;:hing your toes tum blue or
enjoys sweat asra Useful somatic biproduct, check- O1it" the Outdoor Activities
Center' in the SUB. They have low-cost
rentals on everything you need to work off
those cream puffs.
There's also skating, television and
playing five-card. draw with" flve' invisible
friends.
As "a- lastre's"ott,"do
your
homework.

Your friendly confidante,

~ I

, MJis,Bronco '
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Staying warm in the cold

Campus briefs

by Valerie,Mead

Financial aid help.

The University. News

Students,
Boise 'area residents and
parents of prospective students can learn
more about financial aid programs at BSU
in a series of II sessions running Jan. 25th
through, Feb. 29th.
Meetings last from 30 to 45 minutes an'ti
will be conducted in the Teton Room,
second floor Q(t!!e.$UB.
Information will be supplied on kinds of
financial aid available, eligibility, application procedures and other financial aid
matters. In addition, advisors will respond
to individual questions and circumstances
as applicants prepare the forms for the
1984-85 academic year.
Sessions are scheduled for:
Jan. 25 2:45 p.rn,
Feb.14
3:45 p.m,
Jan.26
11:45 a.m.
Feb. 21 2:45 p.m,
Jan. 31 2:45 p.m,
Feb. 23 11:45 a.m,
Feb. 2
2:45 p.m.
Feb. 27
2:45 p.m,
Feb. 10 10:45 a.m,
Feb. 28 8:45 a.m,
Feb.29
2:45 p.m,
For more information on financial aid or
the sessions, call the BSU Financial Aid
Office at 385-1664.

Last December was the third coldest on
record for the state of Idaho, made so by an
extended period of below zero temperatures, repeated last week, which translates
to higher fuel bills and an added strain on
some already" lean student budgets.
Figures for January will not be tabulated'
until the end of the month, but Bill
Chapman, spokesman for Intermountain
Gas, said that December of 1983 had 1290
heating degree days, up from 1030 in
December of 1982.
A heating degree, according to Chapman, is the variation from the current
temperature to 60 degrees, compiled over' a
month. Chapman said that Intermountain
Gas compiles bills in a cyclical fashion, so
that some people may be paying for both
cold periods on the same bill.
However, according to Chapman, residential rates for gas were II percent lower
in 1983 over 1982, so that people with gas
heat should find their bills about equal.
'Chapman noted that his own gas bill for
December was $5 less than in 1982.
Nancy Worth, a senior marketing major
who lives in" a mobile home with one
roommate had a December gas bill for $99,

~Q~':L-.__
FREE
Dessert
or Glass of House Wine

Sun- 9am-4pm

Mon-Fri

8am-9pm

TRADE

THE BENCH COMMISSION,

Open for
breakfast, lunch,

and dinner
With Each Dinner Purchased
for BSU Students with activity card
DINNER HOURS

Sat- 9am-9pm

emergency energy assist program administered by the Salvation Army, is
designed to help people in trouble.
Rene Kimball, Project Share representative at Idaho Power,says that in order to
qualify for funds, a household must have
either had its fuel service cut off or have
received a termination notice, in the case of
electric or gas heat, or have less than a
five-to-seven-day supply of oil heat.
Kimball says that the household must
also meet certain income guildelines.
Guidelines state for a one-person household, gross monthly income may not exceed
$507: for a four-person household, $1,008
per month; for a six-person household,
$1,341 per month. Project Share will also
pay for minor repairs to furnaces and
utility reconnect fees for single family
dwellings, according to Kimball.
Kimball says that Project Share does not
pay for " any deposits that utilities may
require, or for repairs to furnaces of
apartment buildings.
,
The maximum allocation which can be
made from Project Share, Kimball' says, is
$150 within a 12 onth period. She also
says that 'funds a limited by donations
made by the public, nd even if a household
meets all the quali ations, funding may
not be available.
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up from $27 in November. Worth said she
paid the bill by rearranging her budget and
by getting help from her parents.
Ed Pfeifer, a senior in History Secondary
Education living in a house with gas heat
had a December bill for $100 up from $23
in November. Pfeifer paid the bill by taking
money out of savings.
Gas users were, not the only people
affected by the cold weather.
Rob Abel, a sophomore in Bology living
with his mother and using oil heat had a.
normal month's supply run out on Dec.IS
and had to use his savings to help his
mother pay the bill.
Julia Timphony, a History/Linguistics
sophomore living in an apartment with one
roommate heated by electricity had a $36
power bill for December, up from $15 in
November. Timphony said that she and her
roommate try to keep bills low by heating
only the apartmentss-two-bedrooms-c-cUtility companies also try to help keep
bills under control by offering level pay
systems. An entire year's consumption is
calculated, then averaged for a constant
monthly payment. At the end of the year, a
credit or deficit is figured, which is added
to the account.
Federal assistance is also available to
help pay fuel costs, and Project Share, an

INC.

Furniture' & Appliances. Antiques & Appraisals
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FEBRUARY 13- Deadline for filing petition
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orientation
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